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DAN SEM
DAKOTA AGRONOMY PARTNERS
general manager

BUILDING A BIG FUTURE
As most of our producers have recently seen, Dakota Agronomy Partners
experienced its biggest growth since the formation in 1999. We have
merged all agronomy assets from each of the three parent owners of our LLC as of
September 1, 2018. Contributed agronomy assets in the merger included:
CHS SunPrairie, $15 Million
Border Ag & Energy, $11 Million
Enerbase Cooperative Resources, $5.2 Million
At the same time, we also purchased assets of the former Farmers Union Oil Company
of Velva, Butte, Drake and Anamoose.
For the DAP staff this has been a journey of welcoming new employees and making
sure we focus on improving the customer and employee experience and giving them
new resources to operate their businesses. Communication to the country has been our
focus throughout this transformation. As we look at the rest of the country we realize
how common these changes are for retail agriculture. I am amazed at the size of some
of the Ag Retail businesses throughout the country. Our recent growth looks small in
comparison to many other areas that operate mega-retail locations.

We are 90 days into the new look of DAP at the time I
am writing this, and I believe things are going very well
from a communication standpoint to the growers and
the employees. We have placed regional managers in
four regions of DAP to ensure we stay connected to our
customers. The most common question I’ve been asked
since the board voted to merge all agronomy assets into
DAP is, “why would we want to be that big, and how are
we going to keep the same great service?” My response is
quick in that the markets and our growers are demanding
that size to match the velocity they need in the field. Last
year we put the whole crop in the ground in 35 days. I would
dare say we still don’t have the size and scope to match
that kind of pace. How do we keep the same great service?
PEOPLE! The staff at DAP are by far our greatest assets,
and the new staff we have added through the merger and
acquisition have improved our reputation even more as we
move forward.
I am going to guess that we may not be done growing as
we look to the future of ag retail. Farms continue to grow
larger and we must match that with facilities, equipment
and experts in the field to help each of our four regions
that cover 160 miles from the Canadian border south and
130 miles wide. The DAP board and management has
positioned this company to be a leader in the field today and
in the future. I am told that bigger isn’t always better, and
I have challenged our staff to be part of something bigger
and always be better in the area we serve because of our
size. Our priorities are on all locations with a DAP logo, and

The staff at DAP are by
far our greatest assets,
and the new staff we have
added have improved our
reputation even more.
this staff is dedicated to making sure our equipment and
manpower is mobile enough to serve anywhere we need to
be.
Moving through our first year with our new size we will
have some risk and some reward. Every business has risk
involved with buying large volumes, although I see the
reward to the growers with supply and staff that bring
the value to the farm with them. The ultimate question
always seems to be, how big is too big? The word “big”
is an adjective that means impactful and vital. Our goal
through this merger is to have a local impact in the areas
that we serve, and we also believe this is a vital decision
for the future of the LLC. Our goal is to remain focused on
building relationships and supporting the needs of farmers
throughout our trade area. It’s not about being bigger,
it’s about being better for our customers and owners by
collaborating with them. Bigger is just a bad word if we
don’t execute the better. n

Bowbells, ND
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TOM HALL
BORDER AG & ENERGY
board director

ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL YEAR
Greetings from Border Ag & Energy! We have completed another harvest season
with generally good wheat and canola yields and mixed soybean yields. We are hoping for
some positive market movement through the winter to help our patrons sell the remainder
of their crops.
On December 11, 2018, we held our annual meeting where we reported another profitable
year to our patrons. One of the main advantages of doing business with Border Ag &
Energy is that all the earnings are actually yours, the patrons! Border Ag returns those
earnings to you by paying a portion of your patronage in cash in the year that it is earned.
We also pay out the retained patronage stock credits at a later date, generally around the
time a patron would retire from farming. At the annual meeting, we distributed 40% of
our 2018 patronage in cash to our patrons, and also paid approximately $837,000 in stock
credits. Our board strives to pay out every patron’s retained stock by age 72, and we are
proud to announce that we are up to date on those retirements. In addition, we have
completed paying out all retained stock earned up to 1996.
In our constant effort to provide the best possible service to our patrons, we are pleased
to let you know that the upgrades to our Russell facility are essentially complete. In the
past three years we have added 1.1 million bushels of storage, built a new shuttle train
loading system that will load rail cars at a rate of up to 80,000 bushels per hour, added
enough railroad track to facilitate loading complete 100-car shuttle trains, added inbound
and outbound scales with a remote probe, and numerous other repairs/upgrades inside the
facility. Russell is truly a first-class facility to match the first-class facility we already have in
Bottineau.

Russell is truly a first-class facility
to match the first-class facility
we already have in Bottineau.

The management and board of directors of Border Ag & Energy is also excited to announce
the integration of our agronomy division into Dakota Agronomy Partners. This was done
in exchange for an increase in ownership of the Dakota Agronomy LLC and was done at
the same time as our other partners contributed their stand-alone agronomy divisions
into DAP. CHS SunPrairie contributed their agronomy assets in Bowbells, Lignite, Coteau
and Norma, and Enerbase contributed their agronomy assets in Washburn, Hazen, Falkirk
and Underwood. The agronomy division of Farmers Union Oil of Velva, Butte, Anamoose
and Drake was also acquired by DAP. DAP now has three mega fertilizer plants (Minot,
Bottineau and Bowbells) and should be able to guarantee availability of fertilizer supplies
at a competitive price as well as provide services more efficiently to the patrons. Border
Ag & Energy has two directors on the DAP board contributing one-third of the governance
of Dakota Agronomy, which brings accountability of DAP operations back to the Border Ag
patrons.
The board of directors, management, and employees of Border Ag & Energy wish all of you
a wonderful Christmas season and a happy and successful 2019! n
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ERIC MOBERG
CHS SUNPRAIRIE
board chairman

THE BEGINNING OF

GOOD THINGS TO COME
Happy Holidays from your CHS SunPrairie producer board. As one who appreciates sunlight, this
time of year is always the toughest. However, the days will start getting longer soon, and if you are into winter
sports like ice fishing, skiing, and grain hauling on icy roads, it’s a fun time of year!
For the past few years, two projects have been at the center of our focus, the Wiley terminal near Lansford and
the full merger of agronomy assets into Dakota Agronomy Partners. I’m happy to report that these two goals
have been reached and they mark the beginning of good things to come for our producers in the area.
The Wiley terminal gives us a third true state-of-the-art shuttle loading facility with unbelievable dumping and
load out times. I can verify from my own experience during harvest a four minute “in and out” time with the
truck. Shuttle train loading times have also been very impressive. What this efficiency means for you and I as
producers, ultimately, is more money returned as patronage in the future.
The merging of Dakota Agronomy Partners is also about efficiency. By bringing together all the agronomy pieces
of our partners, it allows for greater use of assets, people and buying power. The ultimate goal is to bring value to
the customer.
I am happy to report that on the corporate level, the changes that the CHS board has implemented in the past
two years are showing positive returns as well. They are on track to pay out patronage for fiscal year 2018 and
things look positive again moving forward.

On a local level, I can’t say enough about our management and
employees. CHS SunPrairie will show earnings of over $4 million
in a year that certainly had its challenges. Large scale changes
at the corporate level, international trade swings, and regional
challenges don’t seem to faze them. They come to work every
day, focused on delivering for our local owners, and making this
cooperative profitable. I would like to thank our management and
employees for always keeping their eye on the ball for our local
member owners.

CHS SunPrairie will
show earnings of over
$4 million this year.

Looking forward as a board, we will sit down this winter at our
planning session to look at ways to bring more efficiency to this
operation. Our list to spend money on assets is always long.
Please mark January 17th on your calendars for our annual
meeting in Minot at the Grand Hotel. We hope to see you there.
In closing, on behalf of the board, thank you for your business.
Take some time this holiday season to give thanks with your
family and friends. Merry Christmas! n

Wiley Terminal
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DARREN SLETTEN
ENERBASE
board president

Minot
852-1265
Bottineau
228-3731
Carrington
652-2836
Crosby
965-2265
Rugby
776-5863
Williston
774-0055

A TIME OF TRANSITION
As the growing season winds down, producers
and suppliers alike are evaluating what impact
2018 will have on their bottom line. From commodity
production to livestock condition and hay supply, to prices
affected by tariffs, to changing business climates, to this
crazy election season. All these factors combined push
us to ask the question, “Do we have a roadblock, or an
opportunity?” At Enerbase, we chose opportunity.
It has been a busy year in the Enerbase board room. We
elected to transition Enerbase’s agronomy assets into
the agronomy LLC that we are a parent-owner of, Dakota
Agronomy Partners (DAP). This mirrors the actions of
the other two parent-owners, CHS SunPrairie and Border
Ag & Energy, who transferred their agronomy assets to
DAP as well. As one of the three owners of DAP, we can
help maintain the products and services available to our
producers who depend on them.
8

This past summer the Farmers Union Oil of Velva and
Drake patrons voted to merge with Enerbase, effective
September 1, 2018. Enerbase’s board of directors worked
closely with Velva’s board to ensure this transition went as
smooth as possible. The management and staff of both
co-ops cooperated greatly making this happen. Enerbase
now operates the c-stores in Velva and Drake, along with an
increased opportunity for petroleum sales. The agronomy
assets in Velva, Drake, Butte and Anamoose were moved
under DAP, and are in the process of being updated. With
the merger, the Enerbase board welcomes Shawn Kaylor
and Owen Fiedler, from the Velva board, to serve as advisory
directors for the Velva, Drake, Anamoose and Butte area.
We want to thank our loyal patrons, along with the
management and dedicated employees of Enerbase for
making this a great year! n

Bowbells
Crop Insurance
377-3703
Ward County
Crop Insurance
852-5432

FINANCING RURAL COMMUNITIES
FOR OVER 100 YEARS.

LOANS
LEASES
APPRAISALS
MULTI-PERIL CROP INSURANCE
HAIL INSURANCE
LIFE INSURANCE
FCS OF ND IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY PROVIDER AND EMPLOYER.
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LARRY RAAP
BORDER AG & ENERGY
grain division manager

DARREN JANZ
DAKOTA AGRONOMY PARTNERS
northeast region manager

MARKETING IS NOW

A DAILY TASK

2018 gave us a decent harvest. Our area showed
some success for growers, but growers all over the U.S.
and around the world had good years as well, creating
another surplus year. High supplies, along with tariff wars
and overall lack of demand have kept prices flat to lowerthan-normal.
Growers in our area need to be flexible with the change in
the marketplace and realize that what may have worked in
the past may not be the same going forward. An example
of this is with soybeans. Our market was primarily selling
beans to China, which has changed as China started to

wean themselves from the U.S. and then the trade war
and tariffs were put in place earlier this year. The situation
with soybeans will work itself out, but we cannot count
on big moves in the basis for beans immediately as this
will take time to work out.
Marketing has become a daily task for many growers,
year-round. It is important to have a marketing plan in
place, know your break-even numbers and be ready to
sell when the opportunity arises. Watch the carries in
the market-forward contract to take advantage today for
something in future. n

EXCITED TO
SERVE WITH

OUR NEW
ARSENAL

With the transition of the Border Ag agronomy assets to
Dakota Agronomy Partners we will be able to offer a broad
spectrum of crop protection services, needs and products.
We are excited to be able to better service our patrons by having more
resources at our disposal. We have already seen the benefits of the
transition by having more seed varieties available to us and more access
to precision ag technology and services. We are also excited about having
multiple companies to source products from when things get tight during
our busy growing season, which in turn will mean less down-time and a
smoother day-to-day operation for our patrons.

I want to remind our patrons that the end of the year is a great time to capture the best rebates and some of the lower costs
of crop protection products. We offer great cash discounts and multiple sources of low-interest financing for those looking
to save on upcoming input costs. With commodity prices being at an unfavorable level, it’s more important now than ever
to capture the early discounts and savings. It’s not about where you can cut on inputs to save money, but more so about
placing your money in the right place and time to get your greatest return on investment. We are always willing to sit down
with any grower and come up with a game plan to maximize profit on your farm because your success is our success.
All in all, we are excited to serve our patrons this upcoming growing season with our new arsenal of available products and
services. The great Thomas Jefferson once said, “Agriculture is our wisest pursuit, because it will in the end contribute most
to real wealth, good morals and happiness.” n

Growers is our area need to
be flexible with the change
in the marketplace.
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DARRELL SCHERESKY
DAKOTA AGRONOMY PARTNERS
washburn location manager

PUT US TO THE TEST
And only Quelex™ wheat
herbicide gives you both. With
two modes of action and a new
active ingredient, it has the power
to control tough broadleaf weeds,
including those resistant to ALS
and glyphosate. And it provides
maximum ﬂexibility by keeping
your crop rotation options open.
It’s a powerful combination no
other wheat herbicide can offer.
FlexibleWeedControl.com

®,TM, SM
Trademarks or Service Marks of Dow AgroSciences, DuPont or Pioneer and their afﬁliated companies or respective owners.
Quelex is not registered for sale or use in all states. Contact your state pesticide regulatory agency to determine if a product is registered for sale or use in your state.
Always read and follow label directions. ©2017 Dow AgroSciences LLC M38-411-001 (11/16) BR DAAGQLEX6055

MARK
YOUR
CALENDARS
2019

ANNUAL MEETINGS
The meeting will be called
to order in Washburn and
adjourned in Minot.
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Thursday
March 28, 2019
WASHBURN

Meeting at 11:00 with lunch to follow
Lewis & Clark Interpretive Center

MINOT

Dinner at 6:00 with meeting to follow
The Grand Hotel - Minot

It’s that time of year again where a lot of planning
is going on for the upcoming growing season. My
seven-year-old daughter has had her Christmas list going since
September. Her planning may not have the same stress level
that you might be facing. We need to realize that in both cases
though, without planning, that toy under the Christmas tree or
the 85-bushel wheat field could come up a little short.
I will give you a quick reminder that you and I need to share our
plans to truly cover your fertility needs for spring. We have all
had years where supply was there, whether the products were
booked or not. I wish this was a guarantee, but it is not. Orders
from you now allow us to coordinate deliveries later. When
our delivery decisions are being made one, two or six months
ahead of your needs, proper estimates are greatly appreciated
from you the grower. Let’s get those needs booked and locked
in please, before the end of the year if at all possible. Thank you
for your help with this important need.
I’m writing this article with a few positive gain days on the
markets in early November. With lower commodity prices and
higher input costs, I am hearing farmers ask how we can cut
some expenses in the upcoming year. We all need to watch
our individual expenses. Don’t lose sight of our end goal to
generate more profits from our fields to pay the bills. We still
need to push our yields and quality to obtain these profits.
Clean fields, the right nutrition, and quality seed all contribute to
this goal.
Saving money to the level of sacrificing these outcomes
is not going to pay off at harvest. With this I would remind
growers to consider some newer wheat varieties again on
their acres. Diversify the wheat varieties. Gain some bushels
per acre with newer varieties. Try new varieties in other crops
as well. The speed of improvements in seed genetics almost
requires quicker adaptation of new varieties. Even this year I
saw examples of how a cheap corn seed failed on a return on
investment. It wasn’t that the corn was a poor variety, it was
the fact that the price reflected the lack of critical traits the
grower needed. Low expense with low output is not a winner.
Remember why we choose the traits that we are paying for.
We both have abilities to place more nutrients in the right areas
of the field through rate prescriptions with your planters or our
applicators. Our agronomists want to maximize your return
on investment with all products we consider. Put us to that
test. I think we are past the point of learning by copying the
neighbor’s actions. Let’s use the technology you have available
to measure the success of fungicides, fertilizer stabilizers,
added fertility, inoculants and higher-quality liquid fertility. Ask
us the tough questions. Our vision is to maximize returns to

our growers. We welcome the discussion on what it will take to
grow yields and profits on your farm.
I haven’t mentioned the Dakota Agronomy Partners name on
our front door. We have a great team here and at our other
locations. We are looking forward to this business relationship.
I’m sure other articles have described this cooperative’s recent
changes in depth, but feel free to stop in and visit about how
this partnership will give us some opportunities to enhance our
services to our growers.
I hope everyone can schedule some fun into their winter. I
always look forward to spring though. It’s always enjoyable for
me to be able to help our growers succeed and prosper. Let’s
make some plans together to put our best effort forward for a
prosperous new year. n
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RICKY ABERLE
ENERBASE
cfo

GETTING
A BETTER
OUTCOME

WITH
COOPERATIVES

INSIGHTS THAT TURN ONE SEED INTO MANY.

Cooperatives provide a method for farmers and ranchers to join
together to acquire a better outcome than by going alone. An
important strength of a cooperative is that they retain the governance of the
association, thereby ensuring they have ultimate ownership and control. This
ensures that the profit reimbursement (patronage) is shared only among the
members, rather than shareholders as in a corporation. Benefits to you by
doing business with a cooperative:
• Governance of the cooperative is by you. Members vote for who is on the
board of directors.
• All profits are returned to its members in the form of patronage.
• Your local cooperative business goal (depending upon which cooperative)
is either trying to keep your input costs as low as possible or the price you
receive for your commodities as high as possible.
Most of your local cooperatives have been around for ninety years. Think
back to how farming has changed during these past ninety years. Your
local cooperative will continue to change with you in the future. Your local
cooperative thanks you for your involvement and support. n

Enerbase is once again awarding
eight $1,000 scholarships!季
To be eligible the applicant or his/her guardian must be a
current, voting patron member of Enerbase.

(Must have done at least $2,500 worth of business in 2018 to qualify as a current, voting member)

Scholarships are awarded to students entering their first semester of college.

Deadline to apply is February 15, 2019
The application is available on the Enerbase website
under the About Us section or students can pick one up
at the Enerbase office or from their school counselor.
Contact Jayme Burkhart with any questions at 852-2501

BRING IT ALL TOGETHER
When you grow sunflowers, the one seed you plant is the beginning of the many seeds you harvest. CROPLAN® by WinField
United offers sunflower seed that can boost your yield potential and increase oil production. Thanks to the agronomic

205 46th Ave NE | Minot, ND 58703

www.enerbase.coop

knowledge we put into each and every seed, sunflowers have a brighter future than ever. Through extensive testing and
screening by WinField United experts, our CROPLAN® seed offers optimal genetics for any farm and any acre. CROPLAN® seed
experts put more thinking into your seed so you can bring it all together in your fields. Learn more at croplan.com/sunflower
Come in today to take advantage of large early order discounts!
CROPLAN and WinField are registered trademarks of Winfield Solutions, LLC. © 2015 Winfield Solutions, LLC
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KAY L A B U R K H A R T
CHS SUNPRAIRIE
grain division manager

GIVING PRODUCERS CONFIDENCE
IN THEIR GRAIN SALES DECISIONS

I hope this finds you well after what was a long and challenging harvest.
I have been doing a lot of reflecting recently on what we at CHS SunPrairie can do to
help you as growers be more confident in your grain sales decisions. Because really,
that’s all that marketing your grain comes down to, is confidence in knowing you’re
making the right decisions for your operation to guarantee its success.
I realized in my reflections that I’ve been going about helping you market your grain
all wrong. Yep, you read that right, I just admitted I was wrong. And it’s in writing.
You may want to frame this, because you won’t see it happen again. Why was I
wrong, you ask? Well, I figured that confidence in making grain sales simply meant
having an understanding of why the markets are doing what they’re doing. I feel
like our team here at CHS SunPrairie has done a really good job of getting relevant
market information when you need it and a great job of making you aware of selling
opportunities. However, we have failed you on the most basic of levels. Before you
are reading any market information, before you even think about making those sales,
you need to know if the prices you’re selling at allow you to farm another year.

strategies, futures trading or any other
myriad of complex things. Grain marketing
does not need to be this complicated. It’s
not a service you need to pay $4-6/acre
for, or even need a hedging account for
{if you do those things, great! But they’re
not required to be successful in grain
marketing}. All you need is the assurance
that you’re making sales at the right time
and a partner to help you navigate the
timing on those sales. Harvest Profit is the
assurance, CHS SunPrairie is the partner.
If you are interested in the Harvest Profit
reimbursement program please give Lance
in Bowbells, Tony at Wiley, or me a call and
we will get you going. n

So what are we doing
to help? We are
partnering with Harvest
Profit, which is an easy
to use software tool
that helps you calculate
breakevens and tracks
your cost of production
in near real-time as
the grain markets
fluctuate. Profitability
is broken down by field
to help you evaluate
your business at every level. Harvest Profit is the first step in helping you create a
marketing plan custom to your operation and gives you confidence behind your grain
sales making decisions.

Harvest Profit is the first step in helping
you create a marketing plan custom to
your operation and gives you confidence
behind your grain sales making decisions.

CHS SunPrairie’s involvement in the software is as much or as little as you want it to
be. We will not have access to your account. I’m merely recommending a product
I think you should consider that will aid in the creation of a marketing plan, which
is ideally where we come in. If you do subscribe to Harvest Profit, though, we will
reimburse you three cents per bushel sold to CHS SunPrairie up to the cost of the
product.
So many people believe that marketing grain is all about complicated options,
16
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RITCH CARGO
CHS SUNPRAIRIE
feed division manager

EVIE JOHNSON
CHS SUNPRAIRIE
nutrition consultant

CHS SunPrairie is committed to investing in tomorrow’s leaders at the
collegiate level through our scholarship program. As in years past we
will be awarding scholarships to area students again this fiscal year.
Scholarship recipients will be presented at our annual meeting on
January 17, 2019 at the Grand Hotel in Minot.

We are proud to support these future leaders, some of whom may one
day play an important role in the future of agriculture.

CHS SUNPRAIRIE’S FEED TEAM
IS HERE TO HELP THIS WINTER
By the time you’re reading this, many calves would
have already left your place. However, for those of you
that still like to do some winter feeding, we’re here to help!
Whether you’re feeding to put on a pound per head per day to
send yearlings to grass in the spring, feeding your 2018 calf
crop to meet that contract weight, or feeding cows, we have
resources and products to help you meet those goals.
Head Start has been implemental in the success of weaning
again this year. With its consistent formulation, highlydigestible fiber sources, and its high palatability calves strive
in the most stressful part of their lives. Using Head Start is a
profitable opportunity for anyone trying to keep newly-weaned
calves healthy and put weight on them at the same time.
Bull Challenger, a research-based product developed by CHS
Nutrition, provides developing bulls and heifers with a highlydigestible fiber, low-starch formula that enables them to safely
and efficiently reach their genetic potential in development.
This proven formula delivers energy, protein, vitamins and
minerals to balance diets containing a wide variety of forages.
Feeding highly-digestible fiber and low-starch diets, such
as those containing Bull Challenger, have been shown to
eliminate the problems with feet, semen quality and over
conditioning that are often experienced on high-starch
diets. Bull Challenger is a 14% protein complete feed that is
available as both medicated and non-medicated.
Calving is fast approaching and we need those cows to be
in prime nutritional condition. The best way to do this is to
make sure they are receiving a balanced ration that includes
a mineral program. Like last year, Bio-Mos products will be
available to you. If you aren’t familiar with it, Bio-Mos aids in
helping the cow get rid of E-Coli and Salmonella, therefore
reduce the chances for disease in the calf when it’s born.
18

Head Start is a profitable
opportunity for anyone trying to
keep newly-weaned calves healthy.
We’ve had great results with this product. It can be added
to any of our dry minerals, SmartLic tubs, or our liquid
supplement. Bio-Mos can either be force fed or offered as
free choice, depending on mode of delivery.
Liquid feed has become fairly popular in our neck of the
woods. It fits in with feeding all classes of cattle. These
products are also customizable according to what you’re
feeding and can either be fed free choice or force fed
depending on whether or not you add medications such as
Rumensin, Bovatec, Bio-Mos or MGA to name a few. Liquid
has been instrumental in putting to use the lower-quality
feeds that have been put up in the last couple years by
adding nutritional value and palatability.
We also have on hand loose mineral, loose bagged salt and
blocks, horse feed, poultry feed, hog feed & dog and cat
food. CHS SunPrairie is an approved distributer of feeds and
feed additives that require a Veterinary Feed Directive (VFD)
and is happy to help you meet those needs.

CHS
SUNPRAIRIE
ANNUAL
MEETING

Thursday
January 17, 2019
Registration 5:00pm
Dinner 6:00pm
Meeting 7:00pm
Grand Hotel Minot

CHS SunPrairie’s feed team is here to help you with all
your feed needs. Please give one of us a call if you would
like samples taken or help developing rations that are
customized to your operation. We have many products that
are customizable to each and every operation. n

FEED NOW AVAILABLE AT DAKOTA AGRONOMY IN DRAKE
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Gift Cards

M A R K H O LT E R
ENERBASE
cenex lubricants sales specialist

TOOLS FOR

PEACE OF MIND
One of the most effective, yet common tools doctors
have for diagnosing problems is a blood screen. These
screenings are a given for anyone who has gone in for a physical.
From the screening a doctor can check for high cholesterol, blood
sugar levels, cell count and even disease. These screenings are used
to catch problems, hopefully before they grow into big problems.
They are invaluable and can save lives. I’d like to tell you about a
similar invaluable tool available for your farm equipment, vehicles and
machinery. Like a blood screen, this tool can catch issues before they
turn into big problems. I’m talking about LubeScan oil analysis.

LubeScan oil
analysis is an easy
and affordable way
to take a detailed look
at what’s going on under
your hood. The test kits
are available at Enerbase
through our Cenex Lubricants
Warehouse in Minot. When
you send in a sample of your
engine oil, hydraulic fluid, or other
lubricant, you’ll get back a report
that is easy to read and understand.
The report will show you things like how
the viscosity of your lubricant is holding up,
wear metals, contaminants, and additional data.
The sample results can help you avoid a large repair bill
down the road if you can catch an issue in its early stages.
Talking about LubeScan oil analysis can also help you determine
if you’re changing out your lubricants before you need to, or if you’re
letting them run too long. Through regular sampling and tracking the results,
I recently had a customer discover some cost savings. They discovered they
could run their trucks an additional 100 hours before the viscosity of their engine oil
started to break down. Imagine not just the cost savings but also the flexibility and peace
of mind that information provides.
And while I’m talking about peace of mind, I have to mention the Total Protection Plan (TPP) warranty
program from CHS. With folks holding onto their equipment longer, the used equipment version of the
Total Protection Plan is a great way to protect your investment. The Total Protection Plan incorporates the
LubeScan into the program so you can keep track of how your equipment is performing. It’s literally a winwin. Not only is your pocketbook protected in case of a breakdown, but you also have the benefit of at least
an annual check-up for your equipment. With the CHS Total Protection Program and LubeScan analysis,
Cenex can help you stay up, running and successful…and powered locally. n
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FOR GALLONS
FREE
$50 VISA GIFT CARD
FOR EVERY 125 GALLONS OF
CENEX LUBRICANTS
HYDRAULIC FLUIDS
GEAR LUBES & GREASES
PURCHASED NOW THROUGH
FEBRUARY 28, 2019.

DUAL MODE
OF ACTION FOR

Call 837-2129

For qualifying products and
details or to place your order.

SUPERIOR
PYTHIUM
PROTECTION.
Products That Work, From People Who Care ® | valent.com | 800-6-VALENT (682-5368)
Always read and follow label instructions.

INTEGO and Products That Work, From People Who Care are registered
trademarks of Valent U.S.A. LLC. ©2018 Valent U.S.A. LLC. All rights reserved.
AM6539
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NEWBURG SHOP IS HERE TO

HELP YOU STAY SAFE THIS WINTER
Once again, winter
is here, and in North
Dakota winter prep
is necessary starting
from the ground up.
Our mechanics can install
new tires and give your
vehicle an inspection to
prevent any problems
from happening on the road. We have a new Corghi tire machine
so we are able to work on your larger ag and commercial tires
quicker, to get you back on the road.
Don’t forget to do some preventive maintenance on your
equipment as well. It is a good idea to have air dryers serviced
or replaced in your semis to keep ice out of the system over the
cold winter months. In addition, heating and cooling systems on
your heavy equipment should also be serviced. Now is the time
to schedule your DOT inspections to spot problems before they
leave you stranded. So please, don’t put your vehicles and other
equipment away before doing some preventive maintenance on
them.
We are happy to announce that sprayer parts will now be available
at Dakota Agronomy Partners in Newburg starting next spring!
Have a safe and happy holiday season!

In the community
At Border Ag & Energy we take pride in supporting the people
and organizations in the communities we serve!
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$5,000

Camp Metigoshe
PLUS received a $5,000 matching contribution from CoBank

$3,000

Bottineau County Rodeo Club

$2,000

Dakota College at Bottineau Logrollers Foundation

$1,000

Westhope Golf Course

$1,500

Bottineau Golf Course

$4,000

4-H Premiums - Bottineau & Renville County

$1,000

Scholarships

Our total donations for FY 2018,
which ended 8/31/18, totaled just over $26,000.
The list shown is a recap of the larger contributions.

So do we. Only MicroEssentials ®, with
patented Fusion® technology, combines
all three dimensions of smarter crop nutrition:
uniform nutrient distribution, increased nutrient
uptake and season-long sulfur availability.
Ask for MicroEssentials by name, and
trust the only fertilizer with over
12 years of proven results.

LENDERS YOU CAN
GROW WITH.

SEE THE DIFFERENCE AT
MICROESSENTIALS.COM

Mark Larson

Tyler Neether

Matt Benson

Troy Hedberg

701-420-6721

701-420-6723

701-420-6728

701-385-4051

Minot • Kenmare
©2018 The Mosaic Company. All rights reserved.
Fusion and MicroEssentials are registered
trademarks of The Mosaic Company.

townandcountry.org
Insured by NCUA

Varieties that lead the industry.
And lead you to better yields.
SY ROCKFORD—Rock Solid Returns in the West
SY VALDA—The Yield Warrior

SY INGMAR—Top Choice for Economic Return
SY SOREN—Maximum Return Per Acre
Through our patented Nutriform® technology, Aspire® combines two forms of boron (B) with
potassium for uniform nutrient distribution and season-long boron availability, consistently
delivering the right amount of B when and where you need it. It’s a bold step in unlocking
every plant’s potential. Now every other way to use boron is, well, ancient history.

DISCOVER
HOW TO
©2018 The Mosaic Company. All rights reserved.
Aspire and Nutriform are registered trademarks
of The Mosaic Company.

Dakota Agronomy Partners has the local knowledge and experience to help you
select and manage your wheat crop for maximum production. For more information on
AgriPro® wheat varieties and certified seed, contact Dakota Agronomy Partners.

DakotaAgronomy.com | (701) 852-5608

RIGHT

AspireBoron.com

© 2017 Syngenta. PVPA 1994—Unauthorized propagation prohibited. Plant variety protection applied for or granted for Syngenta
varieties. AgriPro®, the Alliance Frame, the Purpose Icon and the Syngenta logo are trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company.
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WIN

DONATE

YOUR ENTRY COULD WIN
$5,000 TO DO GOOD FOR
YOUR COMMUNITY.
I

T’
S
ENTER THE GRAIN FOR GOOD
BA
SWEEPSTAKES BEGINNING IN NOVEMBER.
CK
Once again, the Bayer Cereal Experts are giving cereal growers like you a chance
to give back. Your entry could be one of a total of 10 randomly drawn from entries
received in three geographic regions that will win a $5,000 donation to the local charity
of your choice. Entries must be submitted by March 31, 2019. Enter online by visiting
grainforgood.com. No purchase necessary. Limit one entry per person.

!

Learn more about the Cereal Experts and the innovative Bayer cereals portfolio at cerealexperts.com

©2018 Bayer CropScience LP, 800 North Lindbergh Blvd, St. Louis, MO 63167. Always read and follow label instructions.
Bayer (reg’d), the Bayer Cross (reg’d) and Grain for Good™ are trademarks of Bayer. For additional product information
please call toll-free 1-866-99-BAYER (1-866-992-2937) or visit our website at www.CropScience.Bayer.us
BR1018GENERAB492S00R0 A-29945-1

ABBREVIATED RULES
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. A PURCHASE
WILL NOT INCREASE CHANCES OF
WINNING. Begins 12:00:00 a.m. CT on
11/1/18; Ends 11:59:59 p.m. CT on 3/31/19.
Open to legal residents of ND, SD, MT,
MN, WA, ID, OR, KS, NE, CO, TX & OK
18 yrs.+ who planted at least 250 acres
of eligible crops (spring wheat, winter
wheat, durum, barley, and/or sorghum)
in 2018 or will plant at least 250 acres of
eligible crops in 2019. Ten (10) total prizes.
Prizes awarded to organizations only.
Entrants who submitted winning entries
must participate in brief interview with
Sponsor. Void outside states listed above
& where prohibited. For full entry & prize
details, including states in each region
& odds of winning, see Official Rules at
www.grainforgood.com. Sponsor: Bayer
Crop Science LP.

